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INTRODUCTION

Although simulation-based education (SBE) has 
grown in its use in medical education over recent 
decades, its history can be traced back for centuries, 
for example using task trainers to practice skills.  
SBE has been adapted by anesthesia to incorporate 
opportunity for critical incident training as well 
as non-technical skills, partly pioneered by Dr. 
David Gaba at Stanford University, who developed 
techniques to use a mannequin in the operating room 
to train teams in handling critical situations that 
could develop in real life1. Inspired by human factors 
training in aviation, this led to the development of 
the anesthesia crisis resource management concept2, 
which has since been refined and spread to other 
specialties and settings3. Over the years, his team 
developed the first advanced anesthesia simulator but 
emphasized that simulation is an education technique 
and not a technology. 

From its first clinical scenarios to the present day, using 
SBE in this way has revolutionized medical education, 
including in undergraduate, postgraduate, continuing 

medical education and multidisciplinary learning. 
SBE is now widely used to train individuals and teams 
in technical skills (such as airway management) as 
well as social and cognitive skills4,5.

For the purpose of this paper, we define simulation as 
an educational activity intending to replicate a clinical 
scenario, partly by using a task-trainer, a mannequin 
or a simulator, or a patient or an actor.  We propose 
that effective SBE requires:

• An intended focus (for example skill training,
application of knowledge and skills, non-technical
skills and/or assessment)

• A learning environment (a simulation center or a
clinical setting)

• A method or way to recreate a real-life situation (for
example a task trainer, a patient, a virtual
simulator)

• Trained simulation facilitators

In this paper we intend to discuss each of these in 
turn.
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Abstract

Simulation-based education (SBE) has a long history in medical education.  SBE is now widely used to train 

individuals and teams in technical as well as social and cognitive skills. Much of the simulation literature is developed 

in well-resourced universities and hospitals with a dedicated simulation center, staff, consumables, and other assets. 

Looking at simulation from a global viewpoint, simulation centers are very hard to establish since the opportunity 

cost of investing in simulators, mannequins, equipment, a physical space and staff to run the center, is high. There 

also exists other barriers, for example time and training opportunities needed to develop expertise amongst 

simulation educators in the institution. Understanding that fidelity is not equal to benefit and that scenarios can 

be conducted in actual clinical settings, such as using in-situ simulation, rather than specialist simulation facilities, 

can help anesthesiologists begin to train using simulation without the need for significant financial investment. 

We provide practical tips for getting started with SBE and argue that the most important investment is in faculty 

development and engagement of the team. We also discuss the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in necessitating 

the simulation world to be creative and develop new ways to train, for example through remote simulation.  

Key words:  simulation, SBE, patient safety, anesthesia education, education, medical education, low cost 

simulation, insitu simulation, faculty development



What can SBE be used for?
(The intended focus)

SBE enables practice and analysis and evaluation of knowledge, 
skills and attitudes in real time, without putting patients at risk6. 
As a learning technique it has roots in experiential learning, and 
can be explained through Kolb’s cycle7 (figure 1). Applying this to 
SBE, participants have a concrete experience (a learning activity 
using SBE) followed by an opportunity for reflection (debriefing or 
feedback).  Following this they are able to adapt existing or develop 
new concepts. They later develop these concepts further by testing 
them in new situations, either in real life or further SBE.

SBE can be used in multiple areas of anesthetic training (table 
one). Task trainers have been used for basic and advanced airway 
management, central line insertion, and regional anesthesia from 
spinal to specific nerve or plexus blocks7–9. Scenarios used to apply 
knowledge, practical skills and train in decision making (for example 
in management of the difficult airway), are now embedded in many 
specialist training programs10. It is also frequently used to train 
teams for example resuscitation, trauma, obstetric and pediatric 
teams.  Simulation training is also important in teaching human 
factors such as leadership, communication, situational awareness 
and collaboration11. Additionally, SBE is used to train in the use of 
new technologies like anesthesia machines, infusion pumps or airway 
devices12.

SBE can also be used for assessing competencies and decision 
making in anesthesia, for example in objective structured clinical 
examinations (OSCEs).

Simulation is also used for organizational learning including 
analyzing systems to identify latent errors, removing threats and 
developing patient safety13, for example using translational or 
sequential simulation. In these types of simulation, patients or actors 
may be involved in the scenario and can contribute their feedback 
in addition to healthcare team members14. During the COVID-19 
pandemic, the use of simulation has been reported on for preparing 
staff and analyzing techniques and workflow in organizations15.

Where can SBE take place?
(The learning environment)

Much of the simulation literature comes from well-resourced 
universities and hospitals that have a dedicated simulation center, staff, 
consumables, and other assets16. However, considering this globally, 
simulation centers are very hard to establish due to economical, 
resource and staff challenges, even though we know that in many 
cases there is no difference in learning when comparing high-fidelity 
with low-fidelity equipment17. Because of high-cost believed to be 
associated with SBE, the reality in low- and middle-income countries 
(LMIC) is that simulation is seen as a luxury and not a necessity. If 
we know that simulation ensures safer practices18, we have to find a 
way to bring this to all those who practice anesthesiology19.  

We argue that the focus should be on creating an appropriate 
simulation learning environment, not an expensive center equipped 
with high-fidelity equipment. By starting small scale and not 
requiring expensive equipment, you get to know the need of your 
learners and can develop training programs using low-tech tools and 
with low costs. 

Scenarios can instead be run in clinical settings with the equipment 
being taken into departments and therefore training in the learners´ 
own environment (in-situ)20.  In-situ simulation has proven to be less 
expensive than having a dedicated simulation center, realistic since it 
runs in the actual clinical setting, and can be used to analyze not only 
individual and team performance, but also the systems where clinical 
situations take place13,21,22.  

Another way to start to implement SBE in a cost-effective manner is 
to start with practical skill training, for example using task trainers, 
or scenario training using low-tech equipment.

National roll-out of specific courses, where simulation equipment 
and instructors are taken to places that do not have a simulation 
center thereby enabling those staff to participate, has also been 
used successfully23,24. A good example of this concept is the SAFE® 
anesthesia courses (https://safe-anaesthesia.org). These have the 

Figure 1: Kolb’s cycle of experiential learning and its representation in simulation.
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advantage that with one investment in the equipment, many people 
in multiple hospitals can be trained. Although this enables a wide 
reach, a disadvantage is that after the course is over, simulation 
education culture is unlikely to continue at that center without 
further visits.

Another important strategy to improve cost-effectiveness is to 
use SBE only for training that would benefit from this teaching 
technique, for example practical skills, teamworking and human 
factors training.  Training requirements that can be taught effectively 
using other less resource-intensive means should be taught instead 
using those activities, leaving the resources and simulation teaching 
capacity for learning objectives that are best taught through SBE.

How can we recreate a real-life situation?

(The ways or forms)

In agreement with other authors, we find that it is beneficial to use 
low-tech equipment whenever possible, because this is likely to 
achieve the same learning objectives without the high-cost, limited 
session time, or problems with technology distracting from the 
learning opportunity25. A trained simulation facilitator and low-cost 
methods can compensate for the signs and symptoms that a low-tech 
simulator cannot provide. 

Simulation societies such as the Society for Simulation in Healthcare 
(SSH), the Latin American Federation for Simulation in Healthcare 
(FLASIC) and the Society in Europe for Simulation Applied to 
Medicine (SESAM) are using workshops and online publications 
to promote innovation and creativity, and to help people interested 
in bringing simulation to their centers to develop models and ways 
to perform simulation at a lower cost with more achievable goals.  
This helps bring what was once a rare and innovative teaching tool 
into modern medical education in a variety of settings. This, in 
combination with technologies such as 3D-printing, locally produced 
models, the use of various materials such as resins, foams and silicones, 
mobile and web applications to mimic patient monitors, and the use 
of colleagues and friends as actors, have enabled simulation to come 
closer to the people26.

The question of fidelity 

The importance of fidelity has been widely explored25. In order to 
better understand the potential that exists when using low-cost tools, 
it is necessary to understand “realism” as a concept, since simulation 
by definition is the representation of a real situation.

Perception of reality happens in participants’ minds, so is a subjective 
experience. Fidelity in simulation, in contrast, is referred to as the 
similarity of simulation with real life. Therefore, realism happens in 
the participants’ minds, and fidelity in the real world.  

According to Peter Dieckmann we can think of realism in three 
modes: the physical, the semantic and the phenomenal27. Physical 
realism is referred to as the similarities that the simulated object has 
in relation to the real world, for example in a scenario you can use an 
actual laryngoscope in order to intubate with a real endotracheal tube 
increasing realism. Despite this however, the plastic mannequin, the 
dryness of the mouth and the feeling of the laryngoscopy might not 
be as in real life, therefore limiting physical realism.

Semantic realism is referred as “the portions of the world that are 
facts only by human agreement” similar to the idea that when A 
occurs, it will be followed by B27.  So, for example “if the patient 
bleeds then blood pressure will decrease” or another example “if I 
give propofol, then the patient will fall asleep”. The more experience 
the learner has, the more they might demand of semantic realism27.

Phenomenal realism includes emotions, beliefs and self-awareness. 
Studies have reported a similar state of emotion during a simulated 
scenario compared with real life28. Living the experience of a simulated 
scenario generates emotions because of the scenario as well as due 
to being observed and experiencing a complex clinical situation to 
solve. Finally, phenomenal realism also concerns the understanding 
of the phenomena, meaning the participant relates the educational 
experience to one that will be useful in clinical settings.

These concepts suggest that physical likeliness to real life is not the 
only factor involved in learning from simulation. Surgeons have 
known this for a long time now, using basic boxes with cameras 
and tasks that physically do not look like an organ but that with 
deliberate practice, help the learner gain an understanding of which 
skills are needed to perform a laparoscopic procedure29.  Following 
this, the next level of training can be conducted on more advanced 
surgical simulators. Similar to this, in anesthesia simple airway 
models can be used for learning how to handle the fiberscope for 
example30, which can then be followed by practical skills training 
on more advanced simulators and later on, scenario-based team 
training. These illustrate examples of training in the basic skills first 
using relatively low-fidelity, and thereafter higher fidelity options as 
available. 

Fidelity is context-bound and if both facilitators and learners buy in 
into the scenario in mutual agreement, there is unlikely to be a need 
for replicating the exact physical characteristics of the real world to 
achieve the learning objectives25.

Although we believe that low-fidelity simulation does not limit 
learning, it may be that the more real the simulation is perceived, 
the more engaging the learners find the session. Knowing that 
learner’s enjoy realism and that this often comes with increased cost, 
in situ simulation (for example in the actual operating room) meets 
multiple needs.  Depending on the learning objectives of the scenario 
and skills to be taught, low-fidelity can be used, for example a full-
size or smaller mannequin, a task trainer such as an intubation head 
(figure 1c) using pillows, a clinical gown and surgical drapes to give 
the form of a patient, or even a colleague acting. Although fidelity 
can be low in these methods, the use of the real clinical environment 
often means realism and engagement may be high.

One risk of in situ simulation documented in the literature is 
that of expired or unreal medications being taken into the clinical 
environment for the scenario, then later being mistakenly used after 
the training on a real patient.  It is essential that efforts to check the 
clinical environment is safe for patient use again after the training are 
undertaken, and we would recommend never taking training drugs 
into the clinical environment in order to avoid this risk23,27.

Information given to the learner about the patient, for example a 
patient chart or from an embedded simulation participant (for 
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example other faculty or actors) can also help fidelity. A low-
cost monitor using a tablet, a smartphone and apps that you can 
download from the common app stores is also useful, for example 
the SimMon® app (https://simmon-app.com/ ).  We can also increase 
fidelity by using low cost methods to represent clinical signs, for 
example bleeding or rashes (www.opensourcesim.com).

The World Federation of Societies of Anesthesiologists endorses 
two courses that teach the basics of simulation. Vital Anesthesia 
Simulation Training (https://vastcourse.org/) is a short course 
designed to initiate simulation in LMIC centers and has a train-
the-trainers component. Inspire Through Clinical Teaching (https://
inspirecourse.com/ ) is another course that teaches practical teaching 
skills and includes a full day on simulation-based medical education.

Simulation in the pandemic

Because of concerns of infection transmission to healthcare workers 
during training, remote methods of simulation training have grown 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, for example “tele-simulation”31.

Even though tele-simulation is not new, it has gained presence this 
last year. In this modality, participants, simulation operators and 
facilitators are located remotely, interacting on a web communication 
platform such as zoom®. Some examples of how tele-simulation is 
performed are:

• Live feed from a simulation center - In some cases, actors can be
present in a simulation center interacting virtually with the
learners who manage the situation remotely.

• Screening a vital signs monitor - During the virtual session a
monitor is shown on the screen and a scenario is presented by
a facilitator. Learners will share what they are thinking and
suggest actions.

• Use of specific virtual simulation platforms - Simulation
companies have developed robust platforms that integrate a
virtual patient, a monitor and even an anesthesia machine, for
learners to experience diagnosis and decision making.

Even though it is not the same as face-to-face simulation training 
where learners can interact with the mannequin in a physical space 
and teams can learn together, both increase in knowledge and 
participant engagement has been demonstrated in tele-simulation32. 
Even though some discussion can be had about whether this is truly 
SBE or not, we believe this is a promising educational technique that 
could be engaging and used well during the pandemic and after, for 
example by bringing this education technique to remote areas.

Another model for remote simulation has asked learners to practice 
a skill, such as intubation or proper donning, and then video record 
it and upload it to a specific website where experienced staff provide 
feedback. After receiving this feedback learners practiced again and 

The development of low- tech equipment and the 

combination with simple guidelines

In many LMIC, basic simulation-based training has been 

successfully introduced. One example is the Helping Babies Breathe 

(HBB) project (figure two), with the aim of saving newborn lives. 

Firstly, a simple guideline to be used to assess the condition of 

the newborn baby was developed followed by a simple newborn 

task trainer to train basic skills such as assessment of breathing 

and heart rate, mask ventilation and suction of the airway. One 

cause of the success of this project, is that the cost of the training 

equipment is relatively low. 

In a cascade model, local facilitators were trained to use the 

simulator and training tools to teach other colleagues. In a pre-post 

design large-scale study in Tanzania with observations of more 

than 6000 deliveries, a 48% reduction in neonatal mortality was 

demonstrated within the first 24 hours30. Factors contributing 

to this implementation being successful include involvement of 

all levels of leadership and the multidisciplinary team including 

government, hospital leaders, midwives and the doctors’ 

association. Last but not the least, the availability and ease of 

procuring the low-cost equipment was essential30. 

The HBB concept is now available in 77 countries and it has been 

followed by Helping Mothers Survive, where learners learn safe 

delivery techniques, removal of the placenta and injection of 

medications to stop excessive bleeding. Several other programs 

have been developed based on low-tech solutions directed 

towards the learners need with successful results also23, suggesting 

again that high-fidelity and cost are not requirements for learning. 

Competent Facilitators and Staff

As mentioned previously, skilled facilitators are the most important 
element in SBE. Our recommendation is that this is more valuable 
than high-tech equipment. A good facilitator can establish a safe 
learning environment and guide the learners through the scenario 
by providing the necessary information, especially the signs and 
symptoms that the simulator cannot give. The facilitator should lead 
the debriefing session addressing the learning objectives, making 
room for all learners to join the discussion, and end the session with 
an application phase where learners can set their own goals and future 
learning objectives for other scenarios and their clinical practice.  In 
addition, a trained facilitator is important to ensure that debriefing 
and feedback takes place in a safe learning environment and that 
psychological safety is maintained.

In most centers, facilitator training courses are run over at least 
3-days enabling time to develop experience and get feedback from
more experienced facilitators, but combinations of shorter courses
and mentoring is also possible. The facilitators are often motivated
learners who enjoy and can see the benefit of discussion with peers
and reflection for learning.

www.wfsahq.org/resources/update-in-anaesthesia



sent back another video for review. Using this model, studies have 
demonstrated that learners acquired competence. Although this has 
also been introduced because of COVID-19, it may have a future use 
in order to bring simulation into more remote settings33.

Facilitator training courses have also changed during the pandemic. 
Virtual training and mentorship of facilitators has been successfully 
used, for example the EUSIM course (https://eusim.org/) or the 
Harvard Center for Medical Simulation online instructor training 
course (https://harvardmedsim.org/course-type/online-instructor-
training/).

Conclusion

SBE has proven to be useful in anesthesia practice. Even though 
sometimes it is seen as a luxury, there can be affordable ways to 
bring it to places where capacity and funding might be scarce. 
Understanding that physical fidelity and expensive mannequins 
are not always needed to achieve learning objectives, using low-
cost simulators, using actors or standardized patients, and running 
simulations in-situ can be some of the ways to cost-effectively bring 
SBE to clinics and hospitals around the globe.
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Use Examples in anesthesia

Skill training Direct laryngoscopy, fiberoptic 

bronchoscopy, central line 

insertion

Knowledge application and 

decision making

Knowledge concepts applied to a 

critical situation in the operating 

theatre such as anaphylaxis
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situational awareness
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Assessment Either formative assessment 

during training or summative 

assessment such as towards 
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Organizational learning Identifying latent errors in a 

hospital operating room

Sequential simulation Developing patient pathways in 

healthcare

Table 1: Uses of simulation with examples relevant to anesthesia
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